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“Why did you choose this card picturing a 
spider?” the curios children asked her. “Because 
spiders scare me to death!” she confessed. “And 
what is it that you are running away from? ”. 
“Well, obviously, spiders” the girl responded with 
a big smile on her face. Everyone in the room 
genuinely bursted into laughter. 
This is nothing but a brief moment of  the first 
day of the Erasmus+KA2 project, “Transformers 
School”.  The  Romanians  managed  to  create  a 
beautiful  team-building  activity,  composed  of 
varied games that required both skills and 
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“Disability Game” 

•  in  which  participants  had  to 
complete  a  given  trail,  either 
without using a hand or a leg, or 
being  blind-folded;  the  purpose 
of the game was that all the team 
members reach the finish line.

“Counting feet” 

•  referring,  exactly!,  to 
the  number  of  feet 
touching  the  ground; 
the children had to help 
each  other  in  order  to 
respect  the  number  of 
feet,  so  they  hugged, 
supported  each  other 
and  tried  to  maintain 
their balance.

“Memory Game” 

•  which  tes ted  the 
participants’  memory 
by  ha v ing  them 
remember  a s  many 
objects  as  they  could 
after covering them up 
with a piece of cloth. 
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communication abilities.  The program began in 
our very favourite way, which is by doing a group 
energizer. Our choice for today was the “Banana 
Energizer”, that proved to be quite appreciated, 
especially  by  the  young  enthusiasts  of  the 
project. The “GO, BANANAS!” command was 
never performed more joyfully! 

After  everybody  woke  up  from  tiredness  and 
boredom, it was about time we started the actual 
activities. As an ice-breaker, mrs. Bâtan, one of 
the  Romanian  organizers,  proposed  a  game in 
which colouful  cards,  with  various  pictures  on 
the  back,  were  scattered  on  the  floor.  Each 
participant had to pick the one that suited their 
passions  and  personality  traits  the  best.  After 
that, we all had to present ourselves and answer 
a question that was written on the back of the 
card, finally getting to know each other after so 
much time of wandering who the people next to 
us  were  and  what  could  possibly  cross  their 
mind.

The story that has been written today, by doing 
all these activities, was mainly about building a 
strong team, communicating beyond words and 
understanding  the  needs  of  the  others.  We’ve 
come  to  realize  that  bonding  begins  with 
accepting  each  other’s  views  and  perspectives 
and has nothing to do with our nationalities.  

“From my perspective, it was an extremely interesting 
experience  that  surely  had  a  big  impact  on  the 
participants, which, at the same time, provided us with 
a tremendous feedback reaction.” confessed Viviana, 
one of the Romanian participants.
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“Balloon Race” 

 •    which  was  pretty 
much what  the its  name 
says  i t  was ,  only  the 
par t i c ipants  had  to 
complete  i t  both 
forwards and backwards. 

“Cards Game”

 •  in  which  the 
participants had to arrange 
the  playing  cards  in  an 
order  presented  on  the 
whiteboard.
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JOMILI CUBES - A SLOVAK 
WORKSHOP

We’ve been informed that the Slovaks were going to blow our minds long before 
they  actually  had  the  chance  to  present 
their  workshops  to  us.  Robotics  was 
tremendous, there is no doubt about that, 
but still, the activity that captivated every 
par t ic ipant ,  no  matter  the  a ge  or 
preoccupation, was the JOMILI CUBES. 
From  what  we’ve  managed  to  find  out 
during  the  two-days  workshop  presented 
by  the  Slovak  people,  these  cubes  are 
supposed to stimulate creativity and imagination, as they are destined to be used 
in forming all kinds of images, either human faces or geometrical figures. The 
thing about Jomili cubes is that they have 3 different types of faces: white, black 
and half white-half black split by the diagonal. Therefore, combining them in 
order to get the final image can get quite complicated. When asked what does 
he like to build the most, Martin, the Slovak teacher, answered: “I prefer building 
human faces to geometrical figures, because I find it easier to follow a pattern that doesn’t 
require symmetry axes. With human faces, you can invent more.” 

After trying to reproduce a couple of images we found on Google, we had to 
swap  seats  with  the  kids  playing  on  the 
computers.  We were pleasantly  surprised to 
discover that they were hiding some classical 
intelligence physics-related games, where you 
had to use your imagination in order to make 
some  balls  move  in  a  certain  direction, 
keeping in mind that the virtual space obeyed 
the gravity rules.   
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IMPROVISATION THEATER 
- HUNGARY AT ITS FINEST

Who would have thought theater can be so much fun? I mean, as much flair for 
the  dramatic  as  some  of  us  might  have,  mrs.  Boglarka  Javrone  Barsi,  the 
Hungarian coordinator, made us all discover a side of theatrics that we never 
thought  was  there  to  be found.  Just  imagine “walking in  the market  place”, 

where no one knows you and where you know no 
one. That’s right, that is you, playing the role of 
your own self,  without realizing how uninvolved 
you  are  in  your  own  life’s  course.  Do  you  ever 
notice your breathing? Or the look on your face 
when your  eyes  meet  a  stranger?  Or simply  the 
environment  around 

you,  for  example,  the  room  you  are  in  at  the 
moment? Sadly,  most of the times, the answer is 
NO. Because we, most of times, don’t care enough 
to  get  involved.  To  observe.  To  analize.  To  give 
importance. To create a meaning. Not even for our 
own life. 

With  the  help  of  this  talented,  vibrant  lady,  we  learnt  breathing  exercises, 
connection  exercises  and,  most  importantly,  observation  exercises.  We’ve 
learned to pay attention to the surroundings, to pay attention to each other, to 
dare break the ice and face what, sometimes, we are most afraid of: ourselves. 
We’ve learned how to bond with each other, that’s true, but we’ve also learned 
how to bond with ourselves and that, dear mankind, is what kills us the most. 
We  laughed,  we  were  serious,  we  were  focused,  we  got  distracted,  we 
synchronized and we couldn’t coordinate at all, but we had plenty of fun and 
discovered many interesting exercises  that  we’re  definitely  going to put  into 
practice from now on.
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DAY 2 
Another  day,  another  play...  and  since  we’re 
talking about playing, let’s not forget to mention 
the  activities  on  Tuesday.  The  Romanian  team 
opened  the  game  with  the...  (drums  please!!!) 
ROOM ESCAPE! Now, I don’t know how many 
foreign  kids  knew about  this  concept,  but  the 
youngsters from the Romanian group were pretty 
thrilled  when  they  found  out.  Apparently,  they 
love  the  idea  of  being  locked  in  a  room  with 
difficult puzzles ready to be solved in order to find 
a key to the door. 

Due to the little space in the rooms, we had to 
divide the group in two, each of the two groups 
playing the exact same room, but in a different 
chamber. However, it was quite a surprise to see 
that even though the puzzles were identical, one 
of the teams managed to get out in 10 minutes, 
while  the  other  took  at  least  30.  When  asked 
about  the  strategy  they  used  in  the  end,  the 
children happily replied: “We just kept searching 
for the key, we didn’t care that much about the 
riddles!”  and  everybody  started  to  laugh.  What 
could possibly provoke a more pleasant laughter 
than the innocent confession of an excited child?
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!Gossip Box! 

• Hmm...  I  don’t  know 
about  you,  but  we love 
some  annonymous  love 
letters.  :)  apparently, 
we’re not the only ones! 
Luca,  someone  sends 
you lots of hearts! Who 
can it be?

• Well,  Luca  is  not  the 
only one who has secret 
admirerers .  Teo  was 
“pret ty  cute”  a s 
someone  wasn’t  shy  to 
ment ion .  But  then 
again,  that’s  something 
we  all  agree  with,  isn’t 
it?

• “Biology  wouldn’t  exist 
without  chemistry.  Life 
wouldn’t  exist  without 
maths.” Well, I’m pretty 
sure  math lovers  would 
agree...

• “Vidraru lake was cold.” 
Yeah,  we  know.  Pretty 
glad  you  handled  the 
weather, though!
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However, after we finished playing with the riddles and the lockers, we moved 
to serious things (because we’re serious people!). Romanians are famous for their 

passion for  knowledge and especially  for  their 
propensity  towards  science,  therefore,  we’ve 
come up with the idea of sharing this passion of 
ours with our friends from abroad. They had to 
patiently listen to us while we were presenting 
our  workshops,  with  plenty  of  details  and 
interactive activities. 

“The  History  of 
the Universe” began with a living proof of how 
the Big Bang actually happened, as Liana made 
sure to explain to everybody.  They had to hug 
until  they  lost  their  breath,  walk  slowly,  then 
faster, then slowly again, then spin in pairs, then 
spin in a group and so on.

After being properly spinned, they moved to the Universe above, which was 
beautifully presented by Bogdan, whose workshop was about Astronomy. The 
kids proved to be very excited about finding out information about the planets 
and the stars and to dive into the unknown.

Coming back from the sky,  they  reached the 
ground, falling into the story Alex presented in 
his  Physics  workshop  about  the  electrostatic 
effect and Pitagora’s cup, which also seemed to 
be to their taste.

La s t ,  but  not  l ea s t ,  they  entered  the 
microwor ld  together  w i th  Andreea 

(accompanied by her colleagues,  Roxana and Catinca),  where they found out 
how the  DNA looks  like  and  how it  works  and  also  what  kind  of  genetic 
disorders may appear if anything goes wrong in the process. At the end, they had 
the chance to create their own DNA molecule out of jelly (and of course, to eat 
the result!) and also to analize some tissues, such as compact bones, neuronal 
tissues and primary roots under the microscope.
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                           DAY 3 
“Vivi,  hurry  up  and  pick  a  good  letter!”  is  what 
Bogdan told her, as he way lying in the grass of the 
1907 park in  the city  center,  trying to create  an R 
shape with his  body.  “Why?!”  is  what  many people 
may wonder (as some already did, looking at us as if 
we were  some sort  of  aliens  -  which is,  at  least  at 
some point, true - but let’s skip to the point). Well, 
we are proud of talking about this crazy “Impossible 
Mission”  task  that  we’ve  been  given,  the  one  that 
forced us to dig as deep as we could in search of our 
teamwork abilities, which were quite hard to bring to 

the surface, considering all the age gaps and different qualities that each of us 
have... task which initially underestimated us. A lot. Unbreakable ambition? We 
had  it.  Power  of  organizing  ourselves  and  our  tasks?  Done,  too.  Creativity? 
Never missing! We took it to the next level. And after stressing our minds to 
extreme by trying to arrange all the team-members from the youngest to the 
oldest,   we  even managed to  create  a 
story  by  only  saying  a  sentence  each. 
Fun fact:  our  story  didn’t  make much 
sense, but we had plenty of fun creating 
it, especially when, under the pressure 
of 27 other kids, the youngest of them 
all, Teo, after a long moment of tension, 
managed  to  finish  the  story.  Can  you 
guess  what  he  said?  “The  end”...  and 
boom! rounds of applauses! 

Walking on foot to the city center, in order to complete our other “Mission 
Impossible” tasks, we “followed the candyman” to Trivale forest, where we had 
to fill our pockets, just like squirrels, with chestnuts and acorns. Having this 
task completed, we continued our trail and went to “Ion C. Brătianu” National 
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College, to the City Hall and the Musical Fountain and even to the Museum 
(where Zoltan asked us a  very difficult  question:  “Are these tanks russian or 
german?”... if anybody, by any chance, knows the answer, please, let us know), 
where we took plenty of pictures.

However,  we  finished  the  tasks  and  got  back  to  the  school  to  discuss  our 
progress.  Little  did  they  expect  we  were  going  to  kick  ass!  Selfies  in  place, 
chestnuts  on  the  table,  set,  go!  Mission  Impossible  suddenly  became  very 
possible! 

After a day filled with fun and laughter, 
after meeting so many new pepole and 
exchanging  thoughts  and  ideas,  Egle 
came with a final game which made us 
feel a bit... dreamy. She challanged us to 
forget about everything that surrounded 
us, to take a deep breath, close our eyes 
and focus on ourselves. Our souls were 

like open books, overflowing with all the 
memories we have created over the past few days. Instead of thinking of these 
new memories, Egle dared us to look into our past, into our childhood, into all 
the events that shaped our personalities and to think about the lines that shape 
the story of our lives.

Certainly, the climax of the day was when we sat down in pairs, telling each 
other our stories, while our empathy reached new heights. At the end of the 
game,  what  we  learnt  was  that,  although  it  may  sound  selfish,  the  most 
important relationship you have is not the one with the others, but the one with 
yourself. Because if you find the strength to believe in yourself, you can find the 
strength to make ANYTHING possible.
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                DAY 4 
Vidraru Lake & Royal Court of Argeș Monastery 

trip 

We couldn’t  allow our foreigners  to leave the country without a  little sight-
seeing outside the city of Pitești. After all, 
Romania  is  well-known  abroad  for  its 
beautiful landscapes. We had to show off. 
At least a little bit. Therefore, we decided 
to take them on a trip to Vidraru Lake, 
an  artificial  lake  built  in  1965  by  the 
construction of  the Vidraru Dam on the 
Argeș  River.  Despite  the  wind  that  was 
blowing our hair in all possible directions, 
the landscape was definitely breathtaking. Not only did we walk down the dam 
and admire the height of the water resting on the other side of the unmovable 
great  wall,  but  we  also  climbed  the  stairs  to  the  spectacular  statue  of 
Prometheus. Unfortunately, we couldn’t get too close to the monument, since 
the area was frequented by bears and the access was restricted. However, that 
didn’t stop us from taking a group picture from “the top of the world”  or even 
acting like Jack and Rose in their most glorious Titanic moments. 

After  serving  lunch  in  a  restaurant 
close to the lake (having a big sweet 
surprise  at  the  end -  “papanași”,  our 
most  representative  Romanian 
dessert,  which basically represents a 
doughnut  wi th  yougur t  and 
blackberry jam), we took off, heading 
to  our  next  destination,  the  Royal 
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Court of Argeș. Here, thanks to the kindness of our Arhibishop, Calinic, we’ve 
got the chance to expose a part of the precious history of Romania. Our dear 

foreign friends found out about 
the  first  Romanian  capital  of 
culture  and  spirituality,  about 
architecture techniques used to 
construct  the  building  of  both 
the  mona ster y  and  the 
cathedral,  about  the  legend  of 
Manole,  the  builder  and  also, 
about four generations of names 
and  figures  of  the  Romanian 
Royal Family.

We  took  many  pictures  and 
when we finally became tired of photoshooting, we finally headed home, to our 
beloved  hometown,  Pitești.  After  all,  we  needed  to  relax  a  bit,  maybe  even 
change our clothes, because the Festive Dinner was about to take place in only a 
few hours. We managed to arrive home and put on our traditional Romanian 
costumes (or at least parts of it) and then we headed to “Cornul Vânătorului”, the 
accomodation place where our friends were staying.

The Festive Dinner was definitely Romanian style! Starting from “sarmale with 
mămăligă”,  “mici”  and  “șorici”  and 
ending with the traditional  dances, 
“hora” and “sârba”. We didn’t expect 
the Hungarians and the Slovaks to 
be  so  willing  to  learn  the  dance 
mo ves  and  jo in  us  for  these 
memorable  moments,  but  they 
proved  us  wrong!  They  joined  us 
with  so  much  enthuziasm  and 
pos it ive  energy  that  i t  was  a 
pleasure  sharing  the  dance  floor 
with them! Ada sang for  us  all  and slayed the ring one more time with her 
impecable voice and... no words, but rounds of applause! 
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As hard as goodbyes are, they are necessary, as they are the promise that one 
day, in a different context, we’re all going to 
see  each  other  again.  The  Romanian  team 
would like to thank everyone involved in the 
project  for  both  their  participation  and 
dedication and also, for making this project 
such  an  amazing  experience  for  each  and 
every  one  of  us.  Of  course,  “Transformers 
School”  couldn’t  have  taken  place  without 
the  help  of  Egle  and our  beloved teachers 
and students who we’ve decided to ask about 
their final overview of the project:

• “Transformers School - Gifted Students/Happy Children mobility of exchange of pupils 
united three countries - Slovakia, Hungary and Romania for a mutual goal - to develop 
skills and competences of gifted students. Although the mobility took only 5 days, it was a 
great success.  Not only the participants were able to get introduced to improvisation 
theatre,  robotics  and Jommily cubes,  escape  room,  science  labs  as  well  as  non-formal 
education concept and methods, but they also made friendships with students from other 
European countries that hopefully will last a lifetime. Erasmus+ enriching lives, opening 
minds!” - Egle, head organiser and project coordinator

•  “As the teachers from Hungary, we found great joy in participating in this week so rich 
in experiences and ideas. We were frantically taking notes of every activity and idea, 
amazed at so many things: the forest nest hotel and its cuisine, the perfect command of 
Romanian children of all ages of the English language and of scientific topics, at some 
point their candour, the beauty of the mountains and the history present in the region... 
How to put it all in a brief but complete way? This is the City of Surprises for us. And 
the long looked-forward-to peak point of our Project was no disappointment! Thank 
you!” -  Boglárka, Hungarian coordinator

• “It was very nice to meet the 'romunians', very warm welcome and good food. I cant 
imagine doing it in a better way! Thank you a lot and I think the project has hit its 
goal!”  - Martin, Slovak coordinator
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     •  “<<Mircea cel Bătrân>> Secondary School was the host for the students’ mobility in   
the Erasmus+KA2 Transformers School-Gifted students/Happy children during 22-26th of 
October 2018. Together with our partners from <<Ion C. Brătianu>> National College, 
Hungary and Slovakia, a series of activities whose final purpose was the emotional and 
social development of gifted students has occured. 32 children have been involved in the 
workshops that took place during these 5 project days and despite the big age gap between 
the youngest and the oldest participant, everybody had fun and felt nice in the company of 
the others, the purpose of the project being, in this way, achieved. Beyond the project goals, 
they discovered the Romanian culture and spirituality, new places that we hope they will 
return to, one day.” - Dragoș Dinculescu, “Mircea cel Bătrân” Secondary School’s 
principal

• “The project that took place in the past few days in the Pitesti educational environment 
(<<Ion C. Brătianu>> National College and <Mircea cel Bătrân>> Secondary School) is 
another undeniable proof of the fact that extraordinary things happen in the Romanian 
school-system, both discretely and with modesty, but also with the conviction that “what 
is  ours,  will  always be  saved for us  and only us”.  This  project  speaks  about “gifted” 
students, who hardly get to be spoken about nowadays, since their inner power belongs to 
them and only them! To be honest, that can turn out to be quite inconvenient for those 
who  try  to  approach  them...  not  to  mention,  to  promote  them.  Whether  the  kids 
involved in this project are gifted or not, I’m not in the position to decide. However, I 
have no doubt to affirm that everything they did in and for this project, wasn’t because 
they were told to do so, but because they willingly felt, thought, worked and dreamt it. 
And  they  do  it  impeccably,  trust  me!  Congratulating  them  is  pointless!  Although,  I 
would like to tell  them, hand on heart:  CONTINUITY and VICTORY!”  -  Alina 
Manea, “Ion C. Brătianu” National College principal

• ”I  felt  extremely  honoured  to  work  with  my  students,  from  <<Ion  C.  Brătianu>> 
National  College  in  this  training  part  of  the  Transformers  School  project.  It  was  a 
complex week, full  of  activities  that varied from team-building workshops and non-
formal  education  to  science  workshops,  critical  analysis  and  improvisation  theater. 
Students from four schools, three countries and of different ages (from 12 to 18 years old), 
managed  to  find the  common language  of  art,  science  and culture,  created  beautiful 
friendships and proved the fact that they have a very high potential towards creativity 
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and fantastic intelligence, which must be both explored and wisely used by our schools. I 
want to say thank you to my partner colleagues and to the organizers of this project, for 
making this tremendous meeting possible! And, to my dearest students from Brătianu, I 
would like  to  say  that  they  are  undoubtedly  brilliant!”  -  Sanda Bâtan, Romanian 
coordinator

• “In this project, I’ve been given the chance to see beautiful, talented students who want 
to be involved and share pieces of themselves to the world. Two words are stuck in my 
mind right now: PASSION and IMPLICATION. The small students from <<Mircea 
cel  Bătrân>>  Secondary  School  projected  themselves  in  their  older  high-school 
colleagues, it was like they’ve known each other since forever! Various activities took 
place during this week, all with a single purpose: that we were together and we felt good 
together. Since the two Romanians schools are both the best for their educational cicle, 
we wanted to promote emotional and intellectual abilities through valuable students. 
The schools  from Hungary and Slovakia had interesting activities  that our students 
were very happy to attend. I’m convinced they will remember these days with a smile on 
their face. Last, but not least, I would like to remind you of the person who, by raising to 
the values that this project promotes, made everything possible, even though he mainly 
stood in the shadow. I’m talking about our principal and school manager, Mr. Dragoș 
Dinculescu,  who proved to  have  amazing organising,  problem solving  and handling 
crisis situations abilities. As a mathematics teacher, he managed to find a way to solve all 
the problems that came along the way (because, as any other project involving many 
people, we also had to face some unpredictable situations). To sum up, I want to say that 
I  find  this  experience  enriching  for  each  and  every  one  of  us!”   -  Augustina  Ene, 
Romania

• “It was an amazing week that we spent here. The Romanian people are really kind and 
hospitable. The food that we tried was a little different from what we are used to eat in 
Slovakia. The language sounds really funny (of course, in good way). They’ve taught me 
how  to  say  thank  you  in  Romanian  -  Mucmesk  (I  have  no  idea  how  to  write  it 
properly).  They’ve tried to  teach me much more,  but  I  couldn’t  remember any other 
word.  After the first  day here,  I  was kinda disappointed.  We haven’t  communicated 
with each other so much, because we didn’t know each other well. But then it got better 
and better. And now, we sit here, at the international evening as friends, who have much 
in common. I am really thankful for the opportunity to participate in this project. It 
gave me a lot.” - Adela, Slovakia
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• “It was really nice getting to know new people, getting another type of experience from a 
different type of project (KA2), the Romanians were awesome yay, programs together 
were the best things, but the only thing I missed was the opportunity to socialize more 
(parties, talking opportunities etc.). However, all together, I loved the project.” - Balazs, 
Hungary

As for the Romanian students team, we would like to thank you all for giving us 
the opportunity to meet such beautiful people and to bond with such inspiring, 
gifted souls and minds! May we share much more Erasmus+ projects together! 
Thank you for an incredible week! Until we meet again... GOODBYE! :)
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